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STELLINGEN

behorend bij het proefschrift

Calculations on nucleon-deuteron scattering with realistic potentials.

1. Zij V de spanning, aangegeven door een voltmeter die is aangeslo-

ten op twee punten van een supergeleider waarin een bewegend flux-

patroon aanwezig is. De door Clem aangevoerde bezwaren tegen het ge-

bruik van de Josephson-relatie ter berekening van V zijn niet steek-

houdend; tegen de naamgeving van het door hem voorgestelde "ijkin-

variante faseverschil van de ordeparameter" tussen de aansluitpun-

ten ten gevolge van het fluxpatroon zijn op fysische gronden bezwa-

ren in te brengen.

J.R. Clem, Journal de Physique 39 (1978) C6-619.

B.D. Josephson, Adv. Phys. 14 (1965) 419.

2. Mahanty en Ninham poneren het vermoeden dat de Van der Waals-kracht

tussen twee lichamen van willekeurige vorm op zeer geringe onder-

linge afstand d gegeven wordt door de kracht per oppervlakte-een-

heiü voor het planaire geval, vermenigvuldigd met een effectief op-

pervlak dat alleen van de geometrie afhangt en verkregen kan worden

met de methode van Hamaker. Uit de afleiding van Derjaguin kan ge-

concludeerd worden dat dit inderdaad het geval is, wanneer d veel

kleiner is dan de relevante kromtestralen.

J. Mahanty en B.W. Ninham, Dispersion Forces (Acad. Press,

• 1976) blz. 147.

't H.C. Hamaker, Physica IV (1937) 1058.

:-. B. Derjaguin, Kolloid 2. 69 (1934) 155.

(' 3. Het feit dat het door Kloet gevonden minimum in de differentiële

;., botsingsdoorsnede voor n-d breakup verstrooiing, berekend met sfe-

[, risch symmetrische potentialen, nauwelijks teruggevonden wordt in

j de correctie die optreedt bij toevoeging van niet-sferisch-symme-

i ' trische componenten in de potentiaal, kan worden verklaard door aan

ij te nemen dat in de doublet-singlet botsingsamplitude de oorspronke-

j lijke term en de correctieterm een complexe factor schelen waarvan

! het argument ongeveer TT/2 is.

j Dit proefschrift blz. 58/59.



4. Voor de keuze tussen ilo logarithmische en de getransformeerde Gauss-

Lnp,uerre integratieregels zijn na de door Stuivenberg gegeven over-

wegingen andere overwegingen te noemen, welke een voorkeur voor de

getransformeerde Gauss-Laguerre regel opleveren.

;- J.H. Stuivenburg, proefschrift Vrije Universiteit (Amster-

j dam 1975) blz. 60/61.

i 5. Beschouw een vaste-stof lopende-golfversterker volgens het ontwerp

i van een buisje halfgeleidend materiaal met daarop een isolatielaagje

en als golfvertragingsstructuur een multifilaire helix. De verster-

king wordt in goede benadering gegeven door een eenvoudige algebra-

ische vergelijking, indien de straal van het buisje aanzienlijk

groter is dan het quotient van de driftsnelheid van de electronen

•' en de frequentie.

0. Stolk en R.L.J. Lerou, Report no IR 1975-15 van het Fy-

f sisch Laboratorium der Rijks Verdedigings Organisatie T.N.O.

(1975) (unclassified).

,'• 6. Als ontwerp van een vaste-stof lopende-golfversterker verdient de

constructie, bestaande uit een drager waarop achtereenvolgens zijn

aangebracht een laagje halfgeleidend materiaal, een isolatielaagje

';-. en een golfvertragingsstructuur met capaci tief gekoppelde elementen,

de voorkeur boven een constructie welke uil'gaat van een massief stuk

halfgeleider.

Ref. als bij stelling 5.

7. Als manier om complexe rekenkunde te implementeren op wetenschappe-

lijke zak-rekenmachines, is de door Ball aanbevolen wijze onnodig

[• inefficient in net gebruik van tijd en stapel- en opslag-registers.

| • liet verdient de voorkeur hiervoor een prefix-toets in te voeren,

; . werkend op de operators en op de register-manipulaties.

i J.A. Ball, Algorithms for RPN calculators (Wiley, 1978).

8. Bij het ontwikkelen van uitbreidingen van de programmeertaal Fortran

verdient het aanbeveling de volgende mogelijkheden mede te beschouwen:

- bij de DO-loop structuur worden voor het increment alle gehele



waarden behalve nul geaccepteerd, en voor de grenzen alle gehele

waarden, ëén en ander slechts begrensd door de interne represen-

tatie;

- bij het lezen en schrijven van gegevens naar random-access geheu-

gen (b.v. magneetschijf) is het mogelijk afzonderlijke wijzers te

hebben voor de lees- en de schrijfpositie.

9. Het verdient aanbeveling, ineen meer algemeen kader dan een erecode

of tuchtrecht voor afzonderlijke beroepen, na te gaan of van hen

die bepaalde functies vervullen geeist moet worden dat zij de rechts-

regels waarmee hun functie verband houdt, op meer voorbeeMige wij-

ze naleven dan van anderen gevergd wordt. Een dergelijke eis dient

in zijn verwoording tegelijk de betrokkene te beschermen tegen wille-

keurige toepassing ervan.

A. Vondeling, Schijn des kwaads (Staatsuitgeverij,

's-Gravenhage 1978).

10. Bij het formuleren van het recht van werkstaking dient ook de posi-

tie van de werkwillige werknemer geregeld te worden, zowel ten op-

zichte van de werkgever als ten opzichte van stakende collega's.

M.G. Rood, Naar een stakingswet? (Kluwer, Deventer 1978).

P. Zonderland, Recht en plicht bij staking en tegenstaking,

2e ed. (Kluwer, Deventer 1974).

11. Het voornaamste probleem dat - binnen de Christelijke kerken in

Nederland - gemengd gehuwden meer hebben dan een overeenkomstig echt-

paar waar de partners tot dezelfde kerk behoren, is, dat zij meer

oplossingen hebben; dit in tegenstelling tot ongehuwde paren.

C.Stolk

Utrecht, 22 november 1978.



S T E L L I N G E N

1. Het niet goed kunnen berekenen van polarisatie effecten op de botsings-

doorsneden met behulp van de z.g. coupled state approximatie, is in-

trinsiek verbonden aan deze benadering.

L. Monchik

J.Chem.Phys. 67 (1977) ^626

2. De chemiluminescentie bij NO + 0, in "flow tube" experimenten wordt

gemeten bij zulke hoge drukken (P = 2 mbar), dat sterke botsings-

quenching plaatsvindt van het stralende N0_ molecuul (P , =

2 x 10 mbar). De effecten, die dit tengevolge kan hebben op de

diverse afhankelijkheden van de rate constante, worden ten onrechte

buiten beschouwing gelaten.

G.E. Schwartz and H.S. Johnston .!

J.Chem.Phys. 51 (1969) 1236 •;('

R.J. Gordon and M.C. Lin

J.Chem.Phys. 6h (19T6) 1058

3. In de beschrijving van de excitatie van een moleculaire bundel door

een laser bundel zoals gegeven door Hemminger et al., moet de verbreding

van de kortlevende aangeslagen toestand in rekening worden gebracht.

;>.-; J.C. Hemminger, R. Cavanagh,

't ' J.M. Lisy and W. Klemperer

: •' J.Chem.Phys. 67 (1977) ^953



r h. De impliciete aanname gemaakt door T. Amano et al. dat de spindichtheid

*,, in het SO-molecuul voor zowel het S als het 0 atoom aan elkaar gelijk

gesteld mag worden, is onjuist.

T. Amano, E. Hirota and Y. Marino

J.Phys.Soc.Jap. 22 (1977) 399

F.D. Wayns and E.A. Colbourn

Mol.Phys. 3k (1977) 11 lH

5. Uit de door McKellar en Welsh gemeten botsingsgeïnduceerde infrarood

absorptie spectra van (H-)- dimeren kunnen de relatieve posities van

de rotatie niveaus in het dimeer worden bepaald. Men zou deze informatie

meer moeten aanwenden als test op ontwikkelde H„-Hp potentiaal modellen.

A.R.W. McKellar and H.L. Welsh

Can.J.Phys. 52 (1971+) 1082

'; 6. De symbolen gebruikt voor de 1-doublingsconstanten van een tweevoudig

\ ontaarde vibratie toestand in een symmetrisch top molecuul zijn niet

j ' eenduidig en werken zelfs verwarrend.

!_• J.G. Smith

f.' Mol.Phys. 32 (1976) 621

7. Het optreden van magische getallen beperkt zich niet alleen tot de

atoomopbouw, kernopbouw en elementaire deeltjes structuur.

j,' 2 november 1978 H.A. van Lumig
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1.1. Introduction

•" Investigating the intensity of supersonic molecular beams of hydrogen

•V gas, Becker and co-workers found that condensation of the hydrogen gas

occured if the stagnation condition was near to the condensation point

(ref. 1). The condensation manifested itself by a dramatic increase of the

particle flux in the beam (by a factor of 30) if the pressure in front of

the nozzle changed from 62 torr to 97 torr at a source temperature T =

20 K. Further evidence came from time of flight measurements, showing an

; increase of the average beam velocity due to conversion of the condensation

heat into translational energy (ref. 1). The beam flux was monitored by an

- ionization gauge..

Whether cluster ions could be formed from these molecular clusters by

electron bombardment was unknown until 1961 . The analysis of the ion signal,

.rf | obtained by electron bombardment (175 eV) of a condensed C0o beam, with a

•'V j •
i-v magnetic mass spectrometer put an end to this uncertainty. (C0_) cluster
f-y c. n

>'•- ions with n < 7 were observed (ref. 2). The mass spectrum was obtained by

;.\.: sweeping the accelerating voltage between 0.1* and 2.0 keV.

• *' To pursue the investigations of condensation phenomena with an electron

[ bombardment detector, the need of a mass analyser for masses up to 10 amu

became necessary (ref. 3). A very elegant mass selector has been obtained

by the retarding field method (ref. k). For example, the flow kinetic energy

•;• of a (COg^ioOO m o l e c u l e from a room temperature nozzle expansion can amount

to 95 eV. The cluster molecules are ionized by an intersecting electron beam.

Thereafter the cluster ions pass through a retarding field electrode system

to the ion collector, provided their initial kinetic energy is high enough

to overcome the retarding field. By measuring the ion current as a function

of the retarding voltage, the mass distribution function of the cluster ions

is obtained.



To investigate whether a cluster ion is singly or multiply charged, the

time of flight method was employed; accelerating a cluster ion to a given

energy, the final velocity depends on the cluster ion charge, as well as

its mass. Measuring the flight time of bursts of Np cluster ions,

accelerated to 10 keV, stable cluster ions of about 22000 nitrogen mole-

cules carrying up to five positive charges have been detected (ref. 5).

Another technique to obtain cluster ions is reported by Clampitt and

co-workers (ref. 6). Hydrogen gas is condensed on a copper surface at 3 K.

A focused electron beam of 23 eV is swept over this surface. The ions

emitted from the target are focused into a quadrupole mass filter. At the

onset of condensation H and H^ are observed. As condensation proceeds ion

clusters were observed up to m/e = 99- The variety of ion clusters that can

be investigated experimentally by this technique seems to be unlimited

(ref. 7, 8).

The oldest experimental evidence of ion clustering was given in 1939

by Munson et al. (ref. 9) and was deduced from mobility measurements of

alkali metal ions in the rare gases. Also water vapour was shown to cluster

to the extent of six neutral molecules binding to each ion. Gas phase equi-

libria measurements are a refinement of this experiment (ref. 9). Briefly,

this technique consists of extracting ions from a thermionic source and

transporting them to a field free reaction zone, where clustering reactions

proceed to equilibrium under the conditions of a given experiment. The

equilibrium ionic species, which drift out of the reaction cell into vacuum

through a leak orifice are mass analyzed. By measuring the equilibrium con-

stants as a function of cell temperature for each reaction associated thermo-

dynamic properties are evaluated. The enthalpies for the successive addition

of molecules may be taken as a measure of the individual bond energies

(ref. 10-11*).

10



An experiment, exploiting the features of both a nozzle expansion and

an equilibrium experiment is reported by Fenn et al. (ref. 15). A mixture

of H20 molecules and H ions is expanded through a nozzle. By changing the

pressure, temperature and composition of the source gas as well as the dia-

meter of the orifice, the degree and duration of supersaturation to which

the ions are exposed can be controlled over a wide range of conditions. The

change in the cluster ion distribution during the expansion process pro-

vides information on the kinetics of cluster growth. Cluster ions containing

up to 20 HpO molecules could be investigated.

Theoretical calculations about cluster ions are scarce and are limited

in general to binding energies and binding distances for small cluster ions

(ref. 16-19). A more extensive calculation concerning Ar K (n < 12) ionic

clusters has been performed by Etters et al. (ref. 20). A self-consistent

field formalism was developed that dynamically determined the thermodynamic

properties of these clusters. It is found that at low temperatures, the clus-

ters form crystallites. With increasing temperature the argon atoms are less

firmly fixed to their equilibrium position, melting occurs and finally they

•f I dissociate spontaneously. The crystallite structures formed by the systems

j involving 6 and 12 argon atoms were calculated to be octahedral and icosa-

; hedral, respectively, with the ion in the middle; they possess a relatively

i • large binding energy.

!' Two applications of cluster ions of practical importance must be men-

i tioned here. To grow crystalline layers, energy must be supplied to rearrange

; the atoms arriving at the growing interface, into the crystalline structure.
s •

> Normally this is achieved by heating the substrate. However, if the material

| is transported in the form of ionized particles this energy can be supplied

f' directly via acceleration of the ions. Thus, use of ion beams provides

I the unique possibility of giving the impinging particles well defined kine-

11



tic energies, greatly exceeding thermal energies.

A limitation to this technique is set by beam space charge effects,

limiting both the experimentally accessible energy range to > 20 eV and the

maximum growth rate to roughly 500 8/min.

By the use of cluster ion beams both limitations are considerably re-

laxed. Higher growth rates, up to several p/min, are feasible by using

beams of singly charged clusters. The energy, supplied by the accelerating

field, is now spread over all the atoms composing a cluster. This feature

opens the energy range of 1 to 20 eV/atom, without loss of intensity. Pro-

mising results for a Pb cluster ion beam have been obtained (ref. 21-2U),

and work on a Ag beam is in progress (ref. 25).

Intense beams of hydrogen clusters up to ^0 A neutral equivalent
1A

(1 A equivalent = 6.10 atoms/s) under pulsed conditions and 150 mA

neutral equivalent continuously working have been obtained (ref. 26). These

intensities are of interest for the filling of magnetic traps in fusion ex-

periments. For the heating of the plasma neutral hydrogen atoms or molecules

can be injected, possessing energies higher than 100 keV. The decisive step

to obtain these fast neutrals is the charge transfer of H ions in a Cs-

cell to form H-atoms. The efficiency of this process decreases sharply with

increasing energy. The energy per atom should preferably be below 100 eV.

For this reason, the use of hydrogen cluster ions as primary ions looks very

promising. A large positive hydrogen cluster ion can be accelerated to

energies corresponding to 100 e?/Hp molecule. If these cluster ions pass

through a Cs cell, large fragmentation and charge exchange occur simul-

taneously so that strong Hi currents may be obtained. Next, these negative

ions are accelerated to above 100 keV and neutralized in a Cs-cell (this I

charge exchange process remains effective up to high energies) before they •?

enter the fusion trap. Work along this line is in progress. j
j

12
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1.2. The present investigations

In the present experiment the production of hydrogen cluster ions is

performed by supersonic expansion of a cooled hydrogen gas followed by

i electron bombardment of the cluster molecules. Unlike the experiments dis-

cussed in the introduction, it was not our primary interest to investigate

condensation and ionization phenomena. Our goal was to obtain information

about the structure and stability of small hydrogen cluster ions.

In chapter two results are presented for attenuation measurements of

hydrogen cluster ions colliding with nitrogen. The measurements were per-

formed both with and without second mass analysis. The energy range inves-

tigated runs from 250 up to 890 eV. The mass range extends from H_ up to

: The total collision cross sections showed a slight screening between

! the H_ molecules (nonlinearity in the number N of H_ molecules) interpreted

i with an opacity model for the cluster ions. This model yielded a value for

the density n 2 of the Hp molecules in the cluster ion. Repetition of the

same measurements at a later stage of the experiment with higher accuracy

did no longer show a clear screening effect. The value n 2 = 0.025 8~ is

thus an upper limit for the Hp density in the cluster ions.

The energy dependence of the total collision cross section for the

cluster ions is interpreted in terms of a potential model.

The difference between the attenuations measured with and without

second mass analysis is explained in terms of fragmentation of colliding

cluster ions. Fragment ions which are scattered in forward direction are

detected if no mass analysis is applied; with mass analysis they are re-

jected. The intensity of the primary cluster beam was too low to observe

the fragment ions independently.

15



Chapter three deals with attenuation and fragmentation measurements of

hydrogen cluster ion beams with He as scattering partner. The intensity of

i . It . .
: the beam is improved by a factor 10 relative to the intensities available
/'
i earlier.

I,
;'. Results are presented for the total collision cross section of hydrogen

•: cluster ions H_ .; n *• 20 in the energy range from 200 to 850 eV. It will be

;/ shown that the cross section increases linearly with the number of Hp mole-

'/: cules of the cluster ion; no screening is observed. We also interprete the

7 energy dependence of the total collision cross sections in terms of poten-

'I tial scattering; again, reasonable values for s are obtained, although the

observed fragmentation renders the use of a simple potential model question-

able.

With the higher intensity of the primary beam, the fragment intensities

were readily measured. It turns out that fragmentation occurs to all frag-

ment ions smaller than the parent ion. By measuring fragment intensities as

ji function of the density in the scattering chamber, relative values for the

• fragmentation cross section are determined. The results are obtained with

a fixed acceptance angle of the detector of 10 sterad.

; Furthermore, the fragmentation cross sections as function of the frag-

ment mass show peaks at the position of certain fragment masses. Apparently

these fragment ions, H Q , H-,-, H 1 Q , H2_, H__, are particularly stable.

Chapter four presents results for the differential fragmentation cross

sections for parent ions H_ up to H-_ and most of their fragment ions with

argon and hydrogen as scatter gas. The energy ranges from E. = 6.8 up to E. =75 eV.

The differential fragmentation cross sections reduce to unique curves )

for each fragmentation.process by plotting them against S/E / E . This result
0 ref

tells us that the fragmentation process is independent of the incoming

16



parent ion energy, if viewed by an observer travelling with the parent ion

velocity.

A model, containing a single parameter, the unique energy of each eva-

porated Hp molecule, is able to describe both the angle as well as the velo-

city dependence of the differential fragmentation cross section for all

parent and fragment masses.

From the differential measurements we learn that the finite acceptance

angle of the measurements described in chapter three plays an important role

for the relative values for the fragmentation cross sections. The corrected

results become rather independent of the fragment and parent mass; a result,

also obtained directly from the differential measurements. The preferential

fragmentation to relatively stable fragment ions again is observed.

17
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COLLISIONS OF HYDROGEN CLUSTER IONS WITH A GAS TARGET
AT 250-900 eV ENERGY *

A. VAN LUMIG and J. REUSS

Fysisch Laboratorium, Katholieke Universiteit, Toernooiveld, Nijmegen
(The Netherlands)

(First received 2 February 1977; in final form 23 March 1977)

ABSTRACT

Results of attenuation measurements of hydrogen cluster ion beams with N2 as scat
tering partner are presented. The mass of the cluster ion is varied from HJ to H27. Except
for Hj, only the odd masses had sufficient intensity to be detected. The measured H2 ion
current amounts to 10 " l 3 A at an ion energy of 890 eV. For the smallest odd cluster ions,
e.g. H|, the ion current is a factor of 100 lower and decreases slowly with increasing size
of the ion.

The measurements have been performed at three laboratory ion energies, 250, 510 and
890 eV, with and without mass analysis of the attenuated beam. The attenuation of the
H| signal is always substantially larger than the attenuation of the H3 signal, confirming
a larger bonding distance at Hj compared to H| [1].

A model for the cluster ions is suggested as a result of the measurements obtained with
mass analysis of the attenuated beam. The parameter of this model is the density n2 of
H2 molecules in the cluster ion, which is found to be n2 - (0.025 ± 0.005) A*3. Compar-
ing this value with n = 0.02 A"3, which is valid for the density of H2 molecules in liquid
hydrogen, a small contraction of the cluster ion, due to the charge in its centre, is found.
Assuming the cluster ion to be scattered by a potential of the form V(r) = —CJr*, s rises
from s = 4 for H3 to s = 11 for cluster ions larger than H$. Thus the "soft" H3 core is
increasingly screened by H2 molecules.

Differences between measured attenuations with and without mass analysis of the
attenuated beam are caused by the fragmentation of cluster ions upon collision. These
fragments are mainly scattered in the forward direction and are detected if no mass
analysis of the attenuated beam is applied. It is demonstrated that whether or not a
cluster ion disintegrates into fragments upon collision depends sensitively on its labora-
tory energy and its mass. This behaviour can be understood in terms of a shell model.

INTRODUCTION

Amongst other purposes the aim of our experiment is to obtain informa-
tion concerning the structure, stability and total collision cross-section of

* This work is part of the research program of the "Stichting voor Fundamenteel Onder-
zoek der Materie (F.O.M.)" and has been made possible by financial support from the
"Nederlandse Organisatie voor Zuiver Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek (Z.W.O.)".
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cluster ions. Theoretical information is scarce and limited to the smallest
cluster ions [ 1—4].

In our apparatus the formation of cluster ions occurs by ionization of a
neutral cluster beam from a nozzle source [5]. Ionization is effected by an
electron bombardment ionizer (electron energy ca. 100 eV).

Other measurements on cluster ions were done with a pulsed electron
beam high pressure ion-source mass spectrometer [6] and with the drift-tube
mass spectrometer [7]. In the first case a gass at a pressure of ca. 1 torr is
ionized, giving rise to cluster ions from ion reactions in the ionizer; in the
second case an ion beam drifting through a gas undergoes attachment pro-
cesses from the gas molecules. In contrast to our technique, however, both
approaches produce only small signals of heavy cluster ions.

The analysis of the attenuation results is performed using a classical inter-
pretation. For such an interpretation to be appropriate, the scattering pro-
cess has to meet two conditions. The trajectory of the particle must be well
defined (which requires that its wavelength, fe"1, is small compared to the
radius of the interaction potentials, a). Furthermore, the deflection angle 0
during the collision must be well defined (which requires that the momen-
tum transfer hk is large, k » I/a). Both conditions are satisfied if [8]

6 > h/nga
Here n stands for the reduced mass of the collision partners and g for the
relative velocity.

In the case of Hj, for an ion energy of 250 eV and an interaction radius of
3 A, hjnga * 6 X 10"4 rad. The detection angle of our apparatus was 6 <*>
10~3 rad. Thus, classical theory can be applied to our results.

Classical small angle scattering

Consider the scattering problem for particles with energy, Et, and with a
potential of the form V(r) = —CJr*. The deflection angle, 6, is a function of
the impact parameter, b. If 6 is small enough we can use the two approxima-
tions that the momentum, Pz, along the path remains unchanged and that
the perpendicular forces, Fx, cause a transverse momentum,Pxt which can be
calculated as if the encounter would take place along straight trajectories

Px=f =±f Fxdz
*» — o >

For small angles, 0 = Px/Pt yields

20
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Substituting V(r) = —CJr1 and u = z/b one finds [9]

J M (1

d" I
+M

2)<«+2>'2J
Substituting if, = -C,[£f?oo(du)/(1 + M2)*'*™*] which depends only on the
strength of the potential and the power used in the potential, and Et = \ng2,
a simple relation results between 6, Et and b

The effective collision cross section aint can be written as

(2)

where bmax is the largest impact parameter, which can lead to a deflection
larger than the detection angle, 0min = Kt IExb'mtx. Setting the lower limit of
the integral over b equal to zero means that all particles with impact para-
meters less than bmax miss the detector. (If, however, the beam particles are
heavier than the scatterer, nearly head-on collisions may cause both par-
tides to be accepted by the detector, after the collision. In all our measure-
ments the scattering partner was heavier than the beam particle, so that the
lower limit in eqn. (2) can be set at zero.)

From the last two equations

with K't = it • Kf'.

This equation can be expressed in terms of quantities occurring in the
; • laboratory system if Et is expressed in terms of the beam laboratory energy,

E, and the relative angle, 0mln, is expressed in terms of the laboratory detec-
tion angle, 0d. If 0mi31 and dd are both small, 0min = ((m, + m2)/m2) • 0d [9] ,

; , and if the initial velocity of the target particle is negligible compared to that
;> ; of the beam particle, Et = (m2/(m1 + m2)) • E. Thus, Et6min = E6A and eqn.
| i (3) expressed in laboratory coordinates remains formally unchanged.

i
Assuming that all cluster ions are scattered by the same type of potential, V(,
differences in cross-sections between the cluster ions must be attributed to
different values of K't.
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Apparatus

In Fig. 1, the apparatus is sketched. During operation the 25-jum diameter
nozzle source, S, is kept at a temperature of 30 K; the source pressure is
varied between 200 and 1000 torr.

Cluster ions are produced in an electron bombardment ionizer, I, (electron
energy 100 eV). The cluster ions are accelerated and mass selected by mass
spectrometer, MSt. Having passed through a scattering chamber, SC, the
beam can be detected with and without mass analysis by a second magnet,
MS2.

To prevent disturbing oil films on the inside of the vacuum envelope a
number of precautions have been taken. All walls in the part of the appara-
tus behind the ionizer are baked continuously at 100° C by hot foils; walls
near to the ion beam are gold-plated. The scattering chamber, which during
operation is cooled down to liquid nitrogen temperature, is equipped with a
heating element. Between measurements it is kept at 250°C.

The beam is collimated by means of a slit, CS, of variable width 50 cm
upstream of the scattering chamber, SC, the scattering entrance slit (0.8 X
10 mm2), and two detector slits. The first of these, DS,, is positioned in
front of the mass analyser MS2 50 cm downstream from the scattering cham-
ber with four possible widths (0.2,1.5, 2.0 and 4.0 mt.) , the second DS2, at

Fig. 1. The apparatus. The cluster beam is formed by the nozzle source S and the skim-
mer Sk. After the ionizer I, the ion beam passes through the entrance slit ES into the first
mass spectrometer MSi. The mass selected beam is focused on the collimation slit, CS,
passes through the scattering chamber SC and is detected in two ways: either the beam
follows a straight trajectory through the detector slit DSj into the particle multiplier PM2

or it is mass analysed in MS2| coilimated by DS| and finishes in PM|.
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100 cm from the scattering center is for collimation if no mass analysis is ap-
plied — this latter slit is continuously variable.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF THE MEASUREMENTS WITH MASS ANALYSIS OF
THE ATTENUATED BEAM

In Fig. 2 results of the scattering of hydrogen cluster ions against N2 are
presented. The measurements were performed at three energies, 250,510
and 890 eV. Results are presented for the mass range Hj—H^.

On the horizontal axis the masses of the cluster ions are given and on the
vertical axis the values of —ln(/,n//0) where /.„ stands for the attenuated and
Jo for the unattenuated intensity with mass analysis.

The beam was collimated by CS (0.8 X13 mm3), the entrance slit of the
scattering chamber (0.8 X 10 mm2) and the detector opening (4 X 17 mm3).

The large attenuation of FT2 compared to the attenuation of Hj is striking.
Two reasons can be used to explain this effect. First, the bonding distance in
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Fig. 2. Apparent croarsectioiu, obtained with m m analysis of the attenuated beam, r».
clutter matte* for the three laboratory energies. The dashed lines correspond to eqn. (9).
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Hj is about a factor of 1.2 larger than the bonding distance in H3 [1].
Second, the H2 ion is probably in a high vibrational state, whereas the H3 ion
can cool down during the formation, by transferring part of its internal
energy to the H atom leaving the ionized cluster molecule (H2)2.

The values of —ln(/0//an) are proportional to sint and show a linear behav-
iour as a function of the mass for the lower masses (see Fig. 2). In our inter-
pretation the H2 molecules in the cluster ion add about equally to the cross-
section, for small cluster ions. Defining N as the number of H2 molecules in
the cluster ion, a2 as the increment of oint if an H2 molecule is added to a
small cluster ion and o3 as the integral cross-section of H3 we find

3 (5)
This type of linear dependence is observed up to mass H{3, at an ion

energy of 890 eV. Above this linear region a screening effect occurs. A uni-
form density n2 of H2 molecules is assumed for all cluster ions, and the
cluster ion is supposed to form a sphere. With N as the number of H2 mole-
cules in the cluster ion its radius R is given by

k*/3

\4ir R J

This model does not adequately account for the H3 central ion. The way H3
is actually taken care of is to assume that it resembles 1.5 H2 molecule. As
a consequence results for the lower mass are less accurate; the cross-sections
calculated are too high. For the larger cluster masses this error is negligible.

Defining an opacity function £(b) for a cluster ion

(7)

with I = 2*JR2 — ft8, o N becomes

R R

b (8)

6 0

Evaluation of eqn. (8) yislds

it 2R ir 1
N 2a2/J2

 ( } 2 a i » i ( 9 )

In eqn. (9) the only free parameter is n2. Substituting values for o2,
obtained from the experiment, and fitting the measurements to eqn. (9) a
value of 0.025 ± 0.005 A'3 has been found for n2. Comparing this value with
n * 0.02 A"3, which describes the density of H2 molecules in the liquid state,
a small contraction of the cluster ion is found, due to the charge in its
centre. In Fig. 2 this fit is represented by the dashed lines.
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Fig. 3. Apparent cross-sections, obtained with mass analysis of the attenuated beam, vs.
laboratory energy. The value of * corresponds to the exponent in eqn. (4).

Energy dependence of the cross-section of cluster ions

In Fig. 3 a log—log plot is shown for the cross-sections of a number of
cluster ions as functions of the laboratory energy. On the horizontal axis the
laboratory energy is plotted and on the vertical axis aint.

From eqn. (4) the slope of the straight lines in Fig. 3 gives the value of s.
It is found that s varies from s = 4 ± 1 for Hj up to s = 11 ± 2 for cluster ions
larger than Hj. Apparently the "soft" Ĥ  core is increasingly screened by
"hard" H2 molecules, going to larger cluster ions.

COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS OBTAINED BOTH WITH AND WITHOUT MASS
ANALYSIS OF THE ATTENUATED BEAM

In Fig. 4 results are presented obtained with and without mass amalysis
downstream from the scattering chamber. On the horizontal axis the mass of
the cluster ions is plotted and on the vertical axis the respective values of

25
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Fig. 4. Apparent cross-sections vs. mass for hydrogen cluster ions, with (open symbols)
and without (closed symbols) second mass analysis. The dashed lines correspond to eqn.
(9). The full lines indicate the influence of fragmentation.

-in(/,n//0) and -ta(/n ,n / /0); /„, and Inta stand for the attenuated intensity
with and without second mass analysis, respectively. The collimation of the
beam is the same as discussed before.

Let us first consider the mass range below HJi. It appears that the results
obtained at 250 and 510 eV differ from the results obtained at 890 eV. At
the highest energy the two curves belonging to Hn(/,n//0) and -ta(/aBB//o)
diverge above HJ. This splitting of the two curves at 890 eV is explained in
terms of the fragmentation of cluster ions during scattering. The fragments
are scattered in the forward direction, and will be detected if no mass anal-
ysis of the attenuated beam is applied. Thus, fragmentation starts at Hj as
could be expected considering the small binding energy (0.3 eV) of the H2
molecule to the H3 core [1],

The fact that the two curves at the lowest energies nearly coincide means that
fragmentation is less probable. Thus, it is clear that the fragmentation cross-
26
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section is strongly dependent on the energy of the cluster ions. In the case of
I H9, the energy dependence of the fragmentation cross-section has been
: investigated more thoroughly. It appeared that fragmentation rapidly
: increases above 800-eV laboratory energy.
; Defining Aco = AE/h, (with AE the energy necessary to split off a H2

I molecule from e.g. H9) and AT = IJg (with /c the interaction length and g the
I relative velocity, for instance of H9 and N2 at 800-eV laboratory energy) the

product AcoAr yields AcoAr ~ 0.7. This result indicates that the Massey
criterium must be considered which appears to impede fragmentation below
800 eV.

Let us now consider the total available mass range. From Fig. 4 it is clear
that fragmentation does occur at the two lowest energies for masses larger
than H\g. Applying the Massey criterium to these masses, it is found that the
binding energy of these masses must be at least a factor of two lower than
the binding energy of H9.

This result is very interesting, because is suggests that the H2 molecules in
a cluster ion are packed in shells. A cluster ion consists of a H3 core, a first
shell which may contain about 8 H2 molecules and a second shell starting
with the 9th H2 molecule with a binding energy at least a factor of two lower
than the binding energy of the first shell.
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ABSTRACT

Results of attenuation and fragmentation measurements of hydrogen cluster ion beams
are presented with He as scattering partner. The mass of the cluster ions is varied from Hj
to Hjj. Except for Hj, only the odd masses had sufficient intensity to be detected. The
ion energy ranges from 200—850 eV. Only results of attenuation measurements obtained
with mass analysis of the attenuated beam are presented.

Contrary to the N2 results [1] , it is found that for the Hj signal the attenuation is
smaller than for the H3 signal. The attenuations of the cluster ion signals show a linear
behaviour as a function of the mass of the ions up to Hjj. Thus, within the experimental
accuracy, little screening [1] occurs between the H2 molecules in the cluster ions.
Assuming that the ions are scattered by a potential of the form V(r) * —Ct/t*, s rises from
s * 5 for Hj and H3 to « - 7 for ions larger than H|7 , demonstrating the influence of the
H2 molecules upon the attenuation.

Head-on or nearly head-on collisions between particles in the cluster ion with a helium
atom cause fragmentation of the ion. All possible fragment ions larger or equal than Hj
occur with a variation in intensity of about a factor 2 X 103 in the mass range investi-
gated. The acceptance angle of our apparatus is ca. 10"4 sterad. The velocity of the frag-
ment ions approximately equals the velocity of the original cluster ion. Effects of the
binding energy of the H2 molecules to the cluster ion upon the fragment velocity could
not be resolved. It appears that fragmentation towards H$, H\s and Hj 7 has a larger cross-
section than to their respective neighbours. We infer that these cluster ions are particu-
larly stable.

INTRODUCTION

This paper deals with two topics: (1) integral collision cross-section mea-
surements, similar to those described in an earlier paper [1 ] , and (2) frag-
mentation cross-section measurements.

The existence of particularly stable cluster ions is mentioned in the litera-
ture. By sweeping a low-energy (23 eV) electron beam over a condensed H2
surface, a predominant number of Hj5 ions was formed [2]. By the same

*This work is part of the research program of the "Stichting voor Fundamenteel Onder-
zoek der Materie (F.O.M.)" and has been made possible by financial support from the
"Nederlandse Organisatie voor Zuiver Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek (Z.W.O.)".
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technique the ions Li*(H2)n and Li*(Ne)n, with n < 6 , were preferentially
produced [3].

Intensity measurements of hydrogen cluster ion beams, produced by
supersonic expansion and electron bombardment, reflect the high stability of
Hj, His and H27 ions (refs. 4, 5 and this paper). The results of a determina-
tion from gas phase equilibria of the stabilities of H5, H ,̂ H£ and H{, [6]
were compatible with theoretical predictions [7].

Recent calculations [8] on the K*(Ar)n system showed that K*(Ar)3,
K*(Ar)6 and K*(Ar)u are particularly stable.

Using fragmentation cross-section measurements we wish to present fur-
ther and direct proof of the high stability of H,, H}5 and Hj7. Furthermore,
indications are found that H\9 and H*23 are also relatively stable.

The apparatus has been described elsewhere [1]. Relative to the ion inten-
sities reported, an intensity gain of a factor of 104 has been achieved by a
new ion source set-up. The distance between nozzle hole and ionizer is
reduced to 150 mm; new pure tungsten filaments are used in the ionizer,
allowing a much higher emission (90 mA); the background pressure in the
source chamber is lower than 10~4 torr, even at the highest gas load. The
collimation of the beam is kept the same: the entrance slit of the scattering
chamber [0.8 X 10 mm2], and the detector opening [4 X 13 mm2] are
mounted at distances of 500 and 1000 mm, respectively, from the first colli-
mator slit [0.8 X 13 mm2] (see Fig. 1 of ref. 1).

INTENSITY MEASUREMENTS

. i
: ( In Fig. 1 results of intensity measurements of hydrogen cluster ion beams

are presented. The source pressures are displayed on the horizontal axis, and
on the vertical axis the corresponding intensities of the cluster ions are given
on a log-scale. The results of Fig. 1 were obtained using a 15-j/m nozzle diam-
eter and a source temperature of 30 K with a nozzle skimmer distance of ca.
10 mm. The ions were accelerated to an energy of 500 eV. Similar measure-
ments were performed elsewhere [4,5]. For the present interest in stable
cluster configurations a limited discussion of Fig. 1 suffices. We are con-
cerned with the relative positions of neighbouring curves. In the comparison
of these curves, effects due to the transmission of the apparatus or the mul-
tiplier efficiency will have little influence.

Note that the parent signal of H£ is formed at higher pressures than the
parent signal for ions of smaller masses. The maximum intensity of the H$
signal is however larger than the maximum signal of H7. A similar observa-
tion holds for H*i5. The maximum signal of H*27 is only slightly smaller than
the maximum signal of H*2S. These features indicate already that the cluster
ions H9, His and H+

27 are particularly stable.
Another group of cluster ions which would probably be interesting to

investigate starts at H3,. The facts that the intensities of H33 to Hj9 rise above
the intensity of H31, and that the height of the maximum of H*3S exceeds that
30
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Fig. 1. Intensity /o versus source pressure Pt. Results for the heavy ions Hj 9 (o), H31 (•),
HS3 (A), H$s (Q), HS7 (+). HJ, (A) and Hj , (7) nearly coincide.

l-

of H33 and H 7̂ (indicating that H 5̂ is particularly stable) point to interesting
configurations. However, fragmentation measurements for these masses fall
outside the present possibilities.

INTEGRAL COLLISION CROSS-SECTIONS

Results of the scattering of hydrogen cluster ions against He are shown in
Fig. 2. The measurements have been performed with mass analysis of the
attenuated beam. Results are shown for 200, 500 and 850 eV over the mass
range H2~~H4j.

The masses of the cluster ions are given on the horizontal axis and on the
vertical axis the values of —1/P ln(/,n//0), where /,„ stands for the
attenuated, /0 for the unattenuated intensity and P for the pressure in the
scattering chamber. This expression is proportional to the integral cross-sec-
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Fig. 2. Integral cross-section a versus ion mass M. Within 30%, the absolute value can be
found from the 7.5-A2 bar. All measurements can be represented by straight lines, fora
fixed energy.

tion aint. To obtain absolute values, the length / (5 cm) of and the pressure P
(calibration factor PHe/Pn2 = 6) in the scattering chamber, as well as the
experimental attenuation were used. This absolute value is estimated to be
accurate within ±30%.

Contrary to the N2 results [1], with He as scattering partner less attenu-
ation is found for the Hj signal than for the H£ signal. The binding distance
and the vibrational state of the Hj and H| ions are better probed by He than
by N2. Thus the explanation given in ref. 1 for the N2 results is insufficient.
(At this moment, we can give no explanation for the minimum of the
integral cross-section at mass-3, an observation with N2 as scattering partner.
In the mean time this observation was confirmed by us by new measure-
ments with N2 and a variety of other scattering partners: Ar, SF6, CO2,02.
Only for He and Ne was this minimum absent.)

The values of —IIP ln(/,n//0) show a linear dependence on the mass up to
mass HJi. According to the model for the cluster ions, presented in an earlier
paper [1 ] , this means that little screening occurs between the H2 molecules
in the cluster ions, in agreement with the small increment of o in t if an H2
molecule is added to a small cluster ion. The values for the increment which
are used in the model are 2.3,1.9,1.6 A2 ± 0.2 A2, respectively at 200-, 500-
and 850-eV ion energy, which are a factor of 1.4 smaller than the values
found in the N2 measurements.
32
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ENERGY DEPENDENCE OF THE CROSS-SECTIONS OF CLUSTER IONS

In Fig. 3 a log—log plot is shown for the cross-sections oint of a number of
cluster ions as a function of the laboratory energy. Assuming the cluster ions
to be scattered by a potential of the form V{r) = —C,/r', aint can be
expressed as a function of the laboratory energy E and the detector angle 0
[1]

(1)

with

1 s -=,
]

2)/2j
One of the conditions for the validity of eqn. (1) is that cluster ions miss

the detector at nearly head-on collisions. Since He has a much smaller mass
than most of the cluster ions, this condition is not necessarily fulfilled. How-
ever, nearly head-on collisions result in fragmentation of the ion with high
probability. The fragment misses the detector because of the second mass
analysis. Thus, in the case of helium as scattering partner, this condition has
also been met.

Using eqn. (1) the slope of the straight lines in Fig. 3 gives the value of s. It
is found that s varies from s = 5 for Ĥ  and Ĥ  to s = 7 for cluster ions larger

lab. energy [eV]

Fig. 3. The energy dependence of the integral cross-sections. The drawn lines correspond
with an /-"'-dependence of the potential.
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I. _

than Ht?; for comparison, for collisions with N2, we found * = 4 for H£ and
H*3 and s = 11 for cluster ions larger than Hti [1].

According to the results of Mittman et al. [9] one has E • 0ralnbow -
110-6. Here, e stands for the depth of the potential minimum and 0r»inbow
is measured in degrees. We further conclude that e(H2n+1 — He) <, 0.6 eV
because of the fact (a) that H*2, H3, H5, ... represent progressively more
shielded Coulomb charges, (b) that e(H* - He) as |e(H+ - Ar) and (c) that
e(H*2 - Ar) as 1.3 eV. From e ^ 0.6 eV follows that 0r«inbow,i.b = 0.3° at
200 eV and 0.08° at 800 eV whereas our measurements of the integral cross-
section probe collisions with a deflection angle &iab £ 0.2°. Consequently,
the migration of the rainbow maximum into the detector slit is probably
reflected by the stronger energy dependence of the small clusters.

FRAGMENTATION OF HYDROGEN CLUSTER IONS BY COLLISIONS

As an example, Fig. 4 shows the result of a mass scan with the second
magnet, when Hj9 is selected by the first magnet and sent through the scat-
tering chamber which is filled with He to a pressure of ca. 10"3 torr. The
energy of the beam is 500 eV and the acceptance angle of the apparatus is
ca. 10"4 sterad.

intensity [arb. unit's] •

20

0

"W0

0 1 2 3
magnet current {amps]

Fig. 4. Fragment peaks, for the H29 parent ion at 500-eV collision energy, with He at
10"3 torr in the collision chamber. Note the different sensitivities with which the un-
interrupted curve pieces are measured.
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The current through the coils of the second magnet is given on the hori-
zontal axis, whereas the intensity of the mass peaks is presented on the ver-
tical axis. Fourteen mass peaks occur, corresponding to all possible cluster
ions in the range H3 to Hj9. Whereas the parent mass signal (H29) has been
attenuated, the other mass peaks are produced in the scattering chamber.
(Note that the maximum of the signal corresponding to the fragment ion
His is higher than the maximum of the H\ 3 and H^7 signals.)

By transferring the positions of the mass peaks relative to the current to
positions relative to the magnetic field, the mass peaks become equidistant
occurring at Bftagment= (m(fragment)/m(parent)) • £parent. Thus, the veloc-
ity of the fragments roughly equals the velocity of the cluster ions. Errors in
determining the positions of the mass peaks relative to the current, owing to
their peak forms, and in transforming the current to magnetic field strength
result in an uncertainty of 5 eV in the kinetic energy of the fragments. This
error is much larger than the binding energy of the H2 molecules to the
cluster ion [6]. The fact that the mass peaks have different shapes introduces
a relative error in the intensities which is estimated to be 10%, in the worst
cases. A second uncertainty is caused by the finite width of the detector
opening in front of the second magnet. Fragments which are scattered under
angles larger than the acceptance angle are not measured. A third uncertainty
is caused by the transmission of the apparatus and the differing multiplier
efficiencies for the different fragments. Although the error introduced in this
way is yet unknown we believe it to be small. Of course, in comparing the
intensities of neighbourhood mass peaks, all these errors become unimpor-
tant.

Before we discuss the quantitative results of our fragmentation measure-
ments we will discuss the influence on the fragmentation of cluster ions of
background gas molecules present even when the scattering chamber is emp-
tied. In this situation, a background fragment intensity / m b is measured on
mass m, for a fixed parent mass n. Since the background pressure is constant
along the beam path (2 X 10"7 torr) and since \ of the beam path is traversed
upstream of the scattering chamber, the change of the background fragment
intensity /m<b —/m,p due to filling the scattering chamber (length /, scatter-
gas density n), becomes for small attenuations

An.b -An.P = \lm.bnlOm + \lm,bnlon (2)

Here, om and an are the integral cross-sections of the fragment mass m and
the parent mass n.

If 'm.exp is the fragment intensity with the scattering chamber filled, one
obtains the signal Im due to the influence of the scatter gas alone

i

Im = W x p ~ An.p = 'm.exp ~ 'm.b + J An.b(2am + On) (3)

All our results were corrected using eqn. (2). In all cases this correction
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Fig. 5. Relative fragment intensities versus pressure in the scatterbox; the reading of the
ion gauge was corrected by a factor of 8 for the ionization efficiency of He. The curves
were taken with HJ9 as parent mass, at 500-eV collision energy. The stability of Hi 5 is
reflected by its high intensity.

introduced an uncertainty in the obtained fragmentation cross-sections
smaller than 2%, although in the worst cases, 031,33, a29i3i, a27,29 and 02S,27,
the second and third terms of the right-hand side of eqn. (3) may become
comparable to Im, at 10"4 torr.

Figure 5 shows the production of fragments for the cluster ion Hj9 as a
function of the pressure in the scattering chamber. The pressure in the scat-
tering chamber is given on the horizontal axis and, on the vertical axis, the
intensity of the fragments divided by the unattenuated intensity of H£9.

Under conditions discussed below an analytical expression can be derived
for the fragment intensity as a function of the pressure in the scattering
chamber. Let us define an and om as the integral cross-sections of the parent
mass H* and the fragment mass H ,̂, amk as the integral fragmentation cross-
section for the fragmentation of H£ to H*m, Ik(x) as the intensity of the frag-
ment ion H^ at the position x in the scattering chamber and n as the helium
density in the scattering chamber. The change dlm(x) of the fragment
intensity Im(x) over a length dx is given by

n-2

dlm(x) = In(x)nomndx -Im(x)nam6x + S Ik(x)nomkdx
36 fc>m
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In(x) and /n(0) are the parent intensities at the position x and in front of the
scattering chamber, respectively. We assume /„(*) = In(0)e~n*°n.

The third term on the right-hand side of eqn. (4) describes the fragmenta-
tion of fragments formed upstream of position x in the scattering chamber to
mass m.

Since the first term is linear and the second and third terms quadratic in
n, at sufficiently low pressures eqn. (4) reduces to

dlm(x) = In(x)namndx

Thus, approximately

Im(l) = In(0)nomnl

(5)

(6)

With the help of eqn. (6) the fragmentation cross-sections amn were deter-
mined, using only the initial slope of the fragment intensity curves shown in
Fig. 5.

If the fragment mass is not too different from the parent mass so that
multistep fragmentation can be neglected, eqn. (4) reduces to

dlm(x) = In(x)namndx - Im(x)namdx (7)

D > _ 2 „ |aro. uni

1000 r
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50

10

• i ~

\

I S J - - 1 - i

a u— H -̂»H,*

\ H'—H*

1 1

200 500 WOO lab energy [eV]

Fig. 6. The fragmentation cross-section for the loss of one H2, versus energy. The value
100 of the ordinate corresponds to 0.35 A2. For heavier parent masses > 15 amu and also
for fragmentation loss of more than one H2, these cross-sections become energy indepen-
dent.
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Substituting Im(x) = A(x)e~"°mX into eqn. (4) and integrating yields

(8)

Equation (8) describes Fig. 5 qualitatively as regards the form of the
curves as well as the shift of the position of the maxima to larger inlet pres-
sures for smaller fragments. Note that the experimental intensity curve of
fragment mass 15 lies above the intensity curve of fragment mass 17 (this
corresponds to a large aiSj29-value) yielding a strong proof of the relative sta-
bility of the fragment mass 15.

The mass and energy dependence of fragmentation is presented in Fig. 6.
The energy of the parent ion is given on the horizontal axis, and on the

^mn farb. units] —

1000

15 17 19 21 23 7S 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 M
H[amu]

Fig. 7. The fragmentation cross-section versus parent mass, for all investigated energies.
The fragment masses are indicated on top of the curves. The narrow lines correspond to
Am = 4 and Am = 16 fragmentations. Again, amn = 100 corresponds to 0.35 A2.
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vertical axis the fragmentation cross-sections on.2,n- Only fragmentation
cross-sections are presented with a parent mass <15 amu. For n > 15 or
Am > 2, om>n becomes independent of energy within an uncertainty of 10%.
Thus we are able to present all these fragmentation data obtained in the
energy range 200—850 eV by energy-independent curves. The result is shown
in Fig. 7, where fragmentation cross-sections are plotted versus the parent
masses. The parameter of each curve gives the fragment ion considered. Fol-
lowing such a curve, starting from the lowest parent mass, shows how the
fragmentation cross-section for that fragment behives as a function of the
parent mass.

Note the small gap between the curves belonging to fragments Hj and
Hn, and further that the curves corresponding to fragments H?s and H}7 and
also H27 and Hj9 nearly coincide for all parent masses. We take this as an indi-
cation that H9, His and H27 are particularly stable.

In Fig. 7 the two narrow lines represent the fragmentation cross-sections
an.4<n and an_,6,n. Following such a curve one finds that these fragmentation
cross sections change by a factor 100. The Am = 14 curve shows a sharp rise
up to fragment mass-17 and becomes less steep thereafter. The same ten-
dency is shown by the Am = 4 curve.

Furthermore these curves show peaks for the fragment ions H*, HJS and
H27. For a more appropriate presentation of these features, see Fig. 8, where
relative fragmentation cross-sections at 500 eV are presented. The mass
of the fragment is given on the horizontal axis and on the vertical axis the
fragmentation cross-section divided by the integral collision cross-section of
the parent ion. The parameter distinguishing each curve in Fig. 8 is the
number of H2 molecules the parent ion has lost upon collision.

We see that the relative fragmentation cross-section becomes approxi-
mately independent of the parent cluster ion for Am > 6. Furthermore, it is

3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39

Fig. 8. Relative fragmentation cross-sections omn/on versus fragment mass Af, at 500 eV.
The curves correspond to Am " 2 ( 1 ) , Am * 4 (2) etc. Peaks at stable ions are clearly dis-
played.
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only about a factor of two more probable to scatter one H2 molecule out of
a cluster ion than two H2 molecules. Scattering several H2 molecules out of a
cluster ion is even less dependent on the precise value of Am. This result
clearly demonstrates that fragmentation is not caused by successive scatter-
ing of H2 molecules out of the ion. It looks more like evaporation of H2

molecules, once one H2 molecule is hit, and energy thus imparted to the
cluster ion.

The curves for amn/on are almost horizontal except for some characteristic
peaks and the behaviour for very small fragment masses. Consequently,
amn ~ n since this behaviour is observed for an, see Fig. 2. This proportional-
ity suggests very loosely-bound cluster ions, where the H2- molecules can be
considered in first approximation as nearly equivalent, as in a droplet.

However, as can be seen from Fig. 8, fragmentation towards H£, H*ls and
H27 is favoured above fragmentation towards their respective neighbours for
fragment masses not too different from the parent mass. These characteristic
peaks occur independently of the number of H2 molecules lost. It clearly
proves that these cluster ions are particularly stable, i.e. interesting non-
droplet-like configurations exist.

Also for the fragment ions Hj9 and H23 indications of relative stability
compared to their neighbours are observed in Fig. 8.

DISCUSSION
ij
1 From the relative intensities of cluster ions, when a nozzle beam is ionized

by electron bombardment, but especially from relative fragmentation cross
section measurements strong evidence is gathered for the existence of particu-
larly stable Hg, H{5 and H27 ions. For all three ions, symmetric configurations
can be suggested: Hj forms an equilateral triangle H3 surrounded by three
H2-molecules positioned on the three middle lines through the corners of the
triangle as discussed in ref. 6; H]s an octahedron with the H^ in its centre and
six H2 molecules in its corners; H^7 an icosahedron with H3 in its centre, ten
H2 molecules forming pentagons in planes above and below this centre and
one H2 molecule at top and bottom (see ref. 8). Preparations of measure-
ments for larger clusters are in progress.
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Pursuing previous integral fragmentation cross section measurements of

i hydrogen cluster ions with He as scattering partner (ref. 1), double

!• differential fragmentation cross sections against Ar have been measured
i :

» !.' + +

' ̂  for ions in the mass range from H,- to H._.

j The ions are formed by electron bombardment of neutral clusters in a

!' nozzle beam and extracted from the ionizing region at an energy of 300 eV;

; right in front of the scattering region they are decelerated to a laboratory

; energy E. between 6.8 and T5 eV. In the scattering region the primary

, (parent) ion beam is attenutated and fragment (daughter) ions are formed.

The detection of the parent and daughter ions occurs as function of their

laboratory deflection angle as well as their laboratory velocity.

It is found that both the angle distribution and the velocity distri-

bution broaden symmetrically with an increase of the number of H ? mole-

cules lost in the fragmentation process. For example, at, an energy E n =

6.8 eV the values for the FWHM of the angular distributions in case of H,,

and H_ (parent ion H.-) amount to 1.8° and &.h°, respectively. The FWHM

for the velocity distributions are 200 m/s and 1500 m/s, respectively.

Except for the fragment H_ from parent H._ and H. where a 5% shift to

lower velocities is observed at E- = 6.8 eV the mean velocity of the other

fragment ions equals the velocity of their parent ion, within the experi-

mental accuracy of 2%.

The measured fragment angle distributions (proportional to da /dP.)

° * m,n
are converted to I (O)-curves (proportional to da /d0) by multiplication

m,n m,n
with sin ©. For Ar and Hg as scattering partner it is found that the norma-
lized distributions I (©) follow a universal curve if plotted against

m,n
0/ET. Further, the FWHM of the time of flight measurements (TOF) decreases
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proportional to E~ . From both these findings we shall argue that, in a

system travelling with the cluster, the fragments are distributed indepen-

dently of E .

A broadening of the angle distribution of the attenuated parent ions is

|- hardly noticable. The total sum of the integrated fragment intensities

I equals the loss of intensity of the parent ion, within the experimental

• accuracy of 20%. Both observations lead to the conclusion that elastic

scattering is unimportant.

', 1. Introduction

Integral total and fragmentation cross sections of H? .. ions (n < 20)

colliding with NL and He were reported, recently (ref. 1, 2). We became in-

terested in angle and velocity distributions, too, in order to get a better

, ' understanding of cluster ion fragmentation processes.

Stable configurations have manifested themselves in preferential frag-

mentation to certain fragment masses (e.g. H ) (ref. 1). It seemed worth-

while to investigate whether stable configurations influence, too, the angle

; , and energy distributions.
i
I The results presented in ref. 1 and 2 were obtained with the detector

• -It
at a fixed position and with an acceptance angle of about 10 sterad. The

i,'

. influence of the small detector opening, especially upon the fragmentation

r cross section results could not be determined, at that time. With the pre-

j- ' sent measurements this gap is filled, too.

!'. For small ions (e.g. H and H^) rainbow structures have been resolved

a! clearly (ref. 3, h, 5, 6 ) . From the rainbow structure, the depth of the poten-

| tial can be determined. Our attempt to discover similar rainbow maxima for

\' H*. H* etc. (colliding with He, Me, Ar, Kr, Xe, R , and C O j was futile,

i.
i although the same apparatus was used and the ion beam quality was equally
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good as in ref. 3, H, 5. Probably, angle dependent forces smear out a

possible rainbow structure in case of H_, whereas fragmentation processes

dominate the interaction for larger cluster ions, so that elastic potential

scattering with its rainbow phenomenon is not apt to describe the situation.

Double differential cross section measurements, for example using the

TOF technique are widely used to draw conclusions concerning the reaction

mechanism (ref. 7, 8, 9)- If a long lived excited complex is involved in

the reaction, a shift of the average fragment velocity occurs, from which

the excitation energy can be determined. From our measurements would follow

an excitation energy for instance of (0.7 ± O.k) eV for parent mass H ^ ,

fragment mass H_ and E. = 6.8 eV.

The observed angle distributions allow an estimate of how much energy

is carried off as kinetic energy, on the average, by an !!„ molecule leaving

the parent ion. Except for the directly hit H_ molecule, the other ones are

assumed to evaporate in a random manner. Upon leaving the complex each one

impacts a recoil momentum on the fragment opposite to its own momentum. Con-

sequently, the fragment ions show an angle and energy distribution revealing

the average momentum of the H ? molecules.

2. Apparatus

The apparatus is sketched schematically in Fig. 1. It is equipped with

a cluster ion source described in ref. 1. This source has been mounted on a

differential ion scattering machine of the Hahn-Meitner-Institut at West-

Berlin, which is described in ref. 10. For the present purpose, only the

essential features are repeated.

The ions formed at the ionization region I (Fig. 1) are accelerated to

an energy of 300 eV by the ionizer lenses. At this energy they travel a dis-
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Fig. 1. The apparatus. The cluster ions are accelerated to an energy of

300 eV immediately after the ionization region I. The beam is

focused by two electrostatic lenses L. and Lp, mass selected by

Wien filter W and decelerated at L,. Ater collimation by Co. and

Co-, the beam passes the scattering region. At the detector, the

ions are again accelerated, mass analyzed and fed into a particle

multiplier. The detector rotates around the scattering region. For

TOF measurements, two pairs of deflection plates G- and Gp are

inserted which determine the length of the TOF path.

tance of about 120 cm, on their way being focused by two electrostatic cy-

lindrical lenses L. and Lp. The Wien filter W is transparent only for a

single variable ion mass. Behind the Wien filter the ions are decelerated

and focused by a lens system L, due to Menzinger (ref. 11 ). Next, two

collimator holes Co. and COp, 8 cm apart and 0.5 mm in diameter, reduce the

divergence of the primary beam. At an energy of 6.8 eV the divergence of

the beam amounts to about 1.6° FHHM. It decreases slowly with increasing

energy and amounts to about o.5 at 75 eV ion energy. For H.., the value

for the FWHM of the measured TOF distribution amounts to about 0.7 vs at
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an energy of 6.8 eV (flight time hk us) and decreases to about 0.25 us at

75 eV energy (flight time 13.1* us).

The ion beam is attenuated with the help of a secondary beam effusing

from a 1.5 mm wide horizontal capillary C which is mounted next to the pri-

mary beam within a distance of 0.5 mm. The dimensions of the scattering

volume are quite small relative to the distance between scattering region

and detector so that nearly point source scattering is achieved. Normally,

an attenuation by a factor two was realized for the primary cluster ion beams.

The detector opening D (3 mm diameter) is reached iiOO mm downstream the

collimator hole COp. The acceptance angle amounts to about 5 x 10 sterad.

The maximum intensity of the primary ion beam within this acceptance angle

amounts to a few times 10 particles/s, more or less independent of the ion

energy and mass of the cluster ion. The maximum fragment intensities range

from 2 x 10 down to 500 particles/s.

The distance between D and Co2 is carefully shielded to prevent elec-

trical fields to disturb the ion beam. The detector is movable in the hori-

zontal plane (spanned by the primary and the secondary beam) around the

scattering centre. At the detector the ions are accelerated by a lens sys-

tem to an energy of a few hundred eV to allow second mass analysis by a

magnet. The mass resolution of this magnet is kept low inserting a wide MS

slit of about 10 mm; this is important to prevent discrimination between

particles of the same mass but different velocities. The mass resolution

m/Am amounts to about 10 and limits the mass range investigated to masses

not larger than H.,..

r|j Detection of the particles occurs by an open electron multiplier (type

Bendix M306); particle counting techniques are employed.

Two pairs of deflection plates G. and G- are inserted behind the dece-

leration lens system and behind the detector opening to interrupt the ion
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Fig. 2, 3. TOF and angle distribution results at 6.8 eV, normalized to equal height,

are presented for parent mass H | and its fragment masses H13 down to H^.

The scatter gas is argon. No significant difference was observed between

TOF measurements at different deflection angles. The curves broaden sym-

metrically with increasing fragmentation. Only for fragment mass H,. a

shift in the time of arrival is observed of about 5%. Notice that the

curves for the primary (A) and the attenuated (•) parent mass nearly

coincide.



beam for the TOF measurements. The flight time can be accurately determined

thus over a length of 1(2.0 + 0.1* cm. It turns out that the ion energy cal-

culated from the time of flight results differs from the direct voltage

reading by about 30% at low energies, because of charging of the lens ele-

ments and space charge effects, probably.

3. Results

In Fig. 2 and 3, results of TOF measurements in forward direction and

angle distribution measurements are shown for H,_ and its fragments at an

energy E Q = 6.8 eV, with argon as secondary beam gas. On the horizontal

axis the flight time in forward direction (in us, Fig. 2) and the deflection

angle 0 (in degrees, Fig. 3) are given, respectively. On the vertical axis

the measured intensities are given, normalized to equal maximum height.

With the secondary beam turned off, on the fragment masses no ion signal

was detected due to background gas scattering in excess of the background

noise of about 10 particles/s.

The measured TOF distributions are practically independent of the

laboratory deflection angles (0 < 10°).

By means of measurements like those presented in Fig. 2 (but for various

detector angles) and Fig. 3 flux-velocity-angle-contour maps are computed for

the lab system, giving a complete picture of the processes studied. In

Fig. h maps are plotted for unattenuated and attenuated H.._ and all frag-

ment beams IL_ to H_. Similar plots have been obtained for all fragmenta-

tion processes, starting at smaller cluster size and/or higher energy.

The radial distance (v + v ) 2 corresponds to the lab velocity of

the cluster ions, whereas the indicated angle coordinate (v /v = constant

y x

lines) represents the laboratory deflection angle. The numbers indicate

contour lines of the normalized ion intensity (maximum = 100).
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Fig. k. Contour intensity diagrams for primary (a) and attenuated (a1)

parent mass H 1 5 and fragment mass H | down to H* (b-f), at

6.8 eV. The large influence of the number of Hp molecules,

lost by the fragmentation process, is clearly demonstrated.
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Notice the fact that the velocity at intensity 100 in case of fragment

ion H_ is shifted to lower velocities by about 5$ compared to the correspon-

ding velocity of parent ion H.._. Within an accuracy of about 2% all other

fragment masses have retained the original velocity of the unattenuated Hj_

beam, at intensity 100.

With increasing fragmentation the contour lines broaden with respect

to the angular and the velocity coordinate, a feature we ascribe to the in-

creasing number of recoils experienced by the smaller fi^agments during eva-

poration of H_ molecules. The velocity broadening amounts to 1500 m/s FWHM

at most, i.e. \6% of the incoming velocity at 6.8 eV, the angle broadening

to 8.k° FWHM, at most.

Two experimental features have to be mentioned. Each time the secon-

dary beam was switched on the primary beam has been refocused, for small E.

at least, by L {ho cm in front of the secondary beam capillary, see Fig. 1).

At 6.8 eV and to a lesser extent at 17 eV lab energy this refocusing results

in a narrowing of the angular distribution. We believe that the target gas

has influence upon the beam width, possibly by space charge effects. We re-

focuse the attenuated beam to have a beam as narrow as possible and conse-

quently the primary beam width has lost its exact definition. Accidently,

at 6.8 eV we even have worked sometimes with a 20? narrower attenuated beam

as compared to the unattenuated beam. At higher energies this refocusing

has not been applied; no beam broadening was observed.

A second experimental uncertainty is present in the TOF measurements.

The TOF spectrum of the primary ion beam changes during the measurements,

possibly due to defocusing influence by space charge. At least partly, the

asymmetry of the maps in Fig. it is caused by this drift; only the low velo-

city side of the TOF spectrum is affected; by readjusting the lens voltages

of Lg this broadening has been reduced between the measurements.
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Fig. 5. I ,_(0)-curves, normalized to equal height, for m < 15 at an

energy of 6.8 eV. The dots represent the primary parent mass;

the full line represents the attenuated parent mass.

k. Analysis of angle distributions

In Fig. 3 the angle dependence of the fragment intensities is shown

for parent mass H-. at an energy of 6.8 eV. We have varied the density of

the secondary beam but no influence upon the normalized angle distributions

has been observed. The densities thus tested range from very low values up

to a value five times larger than the density at which the measurements of

Fig. 3 are performed. Apparently, multiple collision processes dit not pro-

duce an angular distribution differing from those caused by single scattering.

It also follows that the measured fragment intensity curve is propor-
tional to the do /dfi-curve for the fragmentation process. The curves are

m,n

symmetric around the primary beam direction; from this symmetry we infer

that the results are independent of the azimuth angle around this direction,

as one can expect from the very small velocity of the target molecules.
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Then, da /d0 equals (do /dS2)sin02ir, where again 0 represents the de-
m,n m,n

fle-tion angle. In Fig. 5, I (0)-curves fl (G) ̂  (dcr n/dS2)sin02Tr)

for parent ion H._ at 6.8 eV are displayed with the peak intensity norma-

j lized to equal height. Corrections due to the finite opening of the detec-

[

j tor (3 mm 0; *»00 mm downstream the scatter region) are only important for

f; deflection angles smaller than 0.2°.

Similar curves are obtained for other parent masses and other energies

up to 75 eV. At a given parent mass and energy the position of the maximum
of I (0) shifts to larger angles with increasing fragmentation, e.g. the

m,n

maximum of H., (parent ion H..-) is found at 1.1 and of H_ (parent ion H ^ )

at 5.0°, at a primary ion energy of 6.8 eV (Fig. 5).

For a fixed fragmentation (for instance, H_ , + H^ .) the position of

the maximum shifts to smaller angles with increasing n, e.g. the maximum of

H* (parent ion H* ) is found at 1.1° for E = 6.8 eV (Fig. 5) whereas the

maximum of H (parent ion H_) is found at 1.7° (Fig. 6), even at a higher

energy E = 8.87 eV.

In Fig. 6 it is shown that we obtain unique I -curves for the whole

range 6.8 - 75 eV for each fragmentation process with m > 3 by a plot

against 0/EQ/E ^ instead of 0. For each E _ we always take the lowest

used ion energy (see Fig. 6).

The influence of the primary distribution on the results displayed in

Fig. 6 decreases for larger fragmentation; it amounts to about 50% for

H._ -»• H.- and to about 10% for H.- •*• H_. Fortunately, this influence also

scales roughly with Q/E /E ~2 (see primary beam distributions in Fig. 6).

In Fig. 6 results also are shown obtained from measurements with H ?

as secondary beam gas (EQ = i8.lt eV). Notably the 0/E-/E T reduction

again leads to the unique I -curves obtained for Ar.

m,n
The reduction of the fragment intensity curves with 0/E /E J2 suggests
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that the angle distributions are caused by a fragmentation process indepen-

dent of the primary energy if viewed by an observer travelling with the

velocity of the primary beam. A simple model containing this feature

describes approximately the angle dependence for all parent and fragment

masses. The H2 molecules which leave the cluster ion upon collision are

assumed to be distributed randomly. For their average kinetic energy the

value of (0.05 ± 0.01) eV is found to describe the angle distributions;

this value is independent of parent mass, fragment mass and energy E-.

By a Monte Carlo simulation the angle distributions are readily ob-

tained. A two dimensional example of such a random walk scheme (for H ^

fragmentating to H_ at 6.8 eV) is shown in Fig. 7. The parent ion H.._ is

assumed to travel in forward direction. Before the evaporation of the first

H_ molecule, the momentum P. of the H., fragment (mass m.) amounts to m./m_
t A I j A A .D

Two dimensional example of a random walk scheme in case of

parent ion ]!„ fragmentating to H_, at 6.8 eV. The momentum

of fragment IL_, before the evaporation of the first H_

molecule has occurred, amounts to 13/15 times the momentum

of parent ion H . The recoil (momentum of fixed absolute

value, but of random direction) of the ejected H ? molecule

changes the momentum of the H., ion, and so on.
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times the momentum P_ of parent ion H (mass ITL). The recoil (momentum of

fixed absolute value, but of random direction) of the ejected H ? molecule

changes the momentum of the H._ ion. Continuing the calculations to H..,

the momentum of the H... fragment is used to calculate the initial momentum

of fragment H.. (see Fig. 7 ) , and so on for all other parent and fragment

ions. In Fig. 6 the results of the test fit to the measurements are shown.

Using the primary distribution at E Q = 36 eV the fragment distributions are

calculated and presented in 0/E./E T units. Except for the evaporation of

a single H 2 molecule, we see that the measurements are described rather

well. The value for the average kinetic energy (0.05 eV) is comparable to

the binding energies of the cluster ions (ref. 12, 13). No significant de-

viations from the simple mode

spite of its high stability.

viations from the simple model calculations are found for fragment H in

5. Integral fragmentation cross section

As discussed above, at low energies (6.8 eV) the primary angle distri-

bution is affected by the secondary beam, probably due to space charge

effects. At higher energies (> 36 eV) this effect is absent. Comparison

between the primary angle distribution and the attenuated distribution

(normalized to the same height) then shows that both are equal within 0.05

or less, although an attenuation of a factor two is applied. This result

is consistent with the assumption that the attenuation of the primary beam

is mainly caused by the fragmentation processes.

Integration of the I (0)-curves like those in Fig. 5 and removing
ni) n

their normalization yields the total fragment intensity for given parent

mass n and fragment mass m, for the attenuation applied. The sum of these

intensities for all fragment masses at a given parent mass equals the loss

of intensity of that parent mass within the uncertainty of 20$.
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This result and the unchanged angle distributions for the parent mass

show that indeed elastic scattering processes can be neglected. Shadow

scattering (ref. Ik) with its spacing of maxima of about 1°//ET' is not
0

resolved (E in eV).

From these fragment intensities relative values for the fragmentation

cross section can be found. We have reported earlier (ref. 1) how parent

and fragment intensity depend on the density of collision partners in a

scattering chamber for energies between 200 and 850 eV. In case of parent

ion H - these results are reproduced in a slightly different form in Fig. 8;

on the horizontal axis the ratio I/In of attenuated and unattenuated inten-

sity is plotted; on the vertical axis I (l/ln)/l ,_ (0.5) is given.
U in j l y
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Fig. 8. Fragment intensity curves I lc(l/I-)/I ,_(O.5)» obtained at
— m,i> o m,1p

200, 500 and 850 eV, versus the attenuation I/I of parent mass
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For exanple, only if I/IQ > 0.8 the fragment intensities in case of parent

ion H* and fragment ion H* are proportional to a Cref. 1). The correc-

tion for nonlinearity to be applied at a given I/IQ ratio to obtain the true

value for the a , appears to be independent of the ion energy for thism,n

energy range. This experimental finding is supported by Eq. (8) in ref. 1,

that takes into account the most important corrections upon the fragmenta-

tion cross section due to a too large attenuation. We take the correction

factors from Fig. 8 (obtained in the energy range 200-850 eV) to apply also

in the present energy range of 6.8 to 75 eV.

In case of H* •+• H* at an I/I ratio of 0.5 we obtain a nonlinearity

correction factor of 1.4+0,1. In all other cases smaller corrections have

to be carried out. For instance, for H.,- "* Ho +i a correction is practically

absent (< 10$), n < It and I/IQ = 0.5.

In Table 1, the results for a , n = 1 5 > 1 3 , m < n , are presented for
m,n

an energy of 6.8 eV. Each entry consists of the nonlinearity correction

factor in parenthesis together with the corrected value for the fragmenta-

tion cross section obtained from angle integration of the I (O)-curves.

Table 1. Fragmentation cross sections for parent mass !!„ and !!„,

obtained from the differential measurements. The correction

factor, due to the too large attenuation, is given in

parenthesis.
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Notice the large cross sections for HQ. This result is consistent

with earlier findings (ref. 1) and points to the relatively high stability

of hL. However, this stability is of no significant influence on the angle

distribution.

In general terms, all fragments (except for the slight predominance of

H ) are equally likely to appear in the fragmentation process.

6. Time of flight measurements

In Fig. 2 TOF results are presented for parent mass H._ at 6.8 eV

energy. From these measurements the energy of the cluster ions can be

accurately determined. It turns out that the average velocity of fragment

ion H_ is about 5% smaller than the average velocity of parent ion H._.

For the larger fragment masses this shift is not observed within the ex-

perimental accuracy of 2%. In case of fragment ion H , if formation of an

excited intermediate cluster ion H preceeds fragmentation by evaporation,

the internal energy of excitation amounts to (0.7 + 0.1+) eV, i.e. 10f3 of the

primary ion energy of 6.8 eV. For the larger fragment masses the excitation

energy amounts to 0.1* eV at most. Such internal energies are sufficient to

; strip off about six H? molecules whose binding energies range from 0.01 eV

I,- to 0.3 eV (ref. 12, 13); the kinetic energy of each H_ molecule amounts to
i

; 0.05 eV (see section ••>).

i The TOF distribution is sensitive to the number of H_ molecules evapo-

]•. rated. With increasing fragmentation the TOF spectrum broadens almost symme-

j s trically (Fig. 2). For example, the FWHM of the spectrum in case of H. +
!'•', i P
i ' +

H^ is 7 ps at an average drift time of 1+4.i* us at 6.8 eV. For a fixed

fragmentation (for instance H -> R ) the TOF spectrum narrows with in-

creasing n.

With increasing primary energy the width of the TOF spectra is propor-
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Reduced TOF results for EQ = 6.8 (a), 17.8 (o) and 36.09 (A) eV (normalized

to equal height) for parent mass H and a number of its fragment masses.

The position of the maximum occurs at TQ, feeing different for all energies.

The relative flight time T-T is multiplied fcy the initial energy EQ. The

error fear represents the time resolution of the TOF measurements. The thick

bar results from model calculations.



h

-2
tional to V- , This result is consistent with the finding (see section h)

that the fragment recoil energy is independent of the primary energy. At an

energy E Q we measure a velocity distribution around vQ for a given fragment

mass. In general, the width at half maximum will be Av1 with respect to the

higher velocity side and bn with respect to the lower velocity side. Then,

the FWHM time difference AT of arrival for both velocities yields AT =

1[ (v - Av 2)"
1 - (v. + Av^"1] % l(Av1 + AV 2)/VQ. Here, 1 is the distance

between both sets of deflection plates (see section 2). The experimental

results show Av. ty Av2 = constant, i.e. a symmetrical broadening propor-

—2
tional to v 0 . The simple evaporation model already employed to explain the

angle distribution (see section k) serves equally well to describe the TOF

broadening. For this purpose we assume that 1/6 of the momentum (correspon-

ding to the average kinetic energy of 0.05 eV) is imparted to the cluster

fragment in forward or backward direction upon evaporation of a single H 2

molecule. In this way TOF-FWHM' s are obtained in full agreen. nt with the

experimental results (see Fig. 9)»

In Fig. 9 TOF spectra are shown in a reduced form for fragmentation

processes of the parent ion H..̂ . The maxima of the spectra obtained at

different ion energies, are shifted to coincide. Next, the flight time is

multiplied with EQ. The TOF distribution for the parent ion is not accounted

for. Fortunately, this distribution narrows rapidly with increasing energy.

The reduced curves show general agreement (within the finite time of reso-

lution of 0.125 Us) except at the low velocity side. There, the space charge

effects discussed in section 3 render the measurements less reliable.

T. Integral fragmentation cross sections revisited

In an earlier paper (ref. 1), dealing especially with the stability of
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cluster ions, we presented integral fragmentation cross sections, too. The

results were obtained with the detector in a fixed position and a fixeu

-k
acceptance angle of about 10 sterad. The ion energy range from 200 eV to

850 eV was investigated. As scattering partner He was used. The integral

fragmentation cross section results for parent mass H _ showed a decrease

of a factor 20, going from fragment mass H,. to fragment mass H_.

The reason for the discrepancy with our present results stems from the

small acceptance angle during the earlier measurements. If we assume the

scaling of the angle distribution with Q/E"! to be valid also for the energy

region of 200 eV to 850 eV and for collisions with He (in section k the

same distribution was found for Ar and H-, moreover, the evaporation model

presupposes independence of the nature of the scattering partner) and if we

take the primary distribution exactly in forward direction we can calculate

the angle distribution using the evaporation model discussed in section h.

The correction, to take into account the fragments which have missed the

detector in ref. 1, is displayed in table 2. Each entry comprises the

correction factor and the new result for the fragmentation cross section.

The uncertainties for the correction factors of table 2 are calculated

from the angular distribution of the unattenuated beam. We know that the

horizontal FWHM was about 2 mm, i.e. one half of the horizontal acceptance

angle. In the vertical direction we estimate that the unattenuated beam di-

vergence leads to a FWHM about equal to or smaller than the detector accep-

tance. Assuming equal probability within both FWHM's yields the shown uncer-

tainties. In table 2 the uncertainty of the corrected cross section includes

the original error of ref. 1. Also at this higher energy, the corrected

fragmentation cross section becomes rather independent of the fragment mass.

Applying the correction, H excels again by its large fragmentation cross
y

section.



Table 2. Fragmentation cross sections for parent masses with 7 < n < 15

obtained from integral measurements presented in ref. 1. The

correction factor, due to the finite detector opening, is given

in parenthesis.
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From the differential measurements (Fig. 6), we learn that for a fixed

number of H_ molecules evaporated, the width of the angle distribution for

these fragment masses decreases with increasing parent mass. Extending the

calculations to larger cluster masses, we find that the fragmentation cross

sections for parent mass H ,- and larger to fragment masses involving evapo-

ration of a single H_ molecule need no correction any more, even at 200 eV.
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Epilogue

Some years ago we have started this ion cluster investigation, using

the slightly modified apparatus of A. van Deursen (ref. 1). With the dis-

covery of the fragmentation of the hydrogen cluster ions upon collision

with a gas target, the need for a very intense cluster ion source became

urgent. In this thesis, only a trace can be found of the large efforts

spent to build this new ion source and to get the whole machine operational

with a strong stable ion beam of about 1 IJA. AS reward we obtained an

intensity gain of a factor 10 during this work. The stability and energy

homogeneity of the ion beam turned out to be very good and are comparable

with the same properties for other types of weak ion sources. A recent

design of a new type ionizer probably allows to increase the intensity by

2
another factor of 10 .

In this thesis evidence has been given for the existence of particu-

larly stable hydrogen cluster ions in the mass range up to Hi ., by fragmen-

tation measurements. Based on the experience gained in the course of this

work we have constructed a new machine, which shall enable us to extend

the mass range up to at least m/e = 10 amu. It would be very interesting to

obtain information about the stability criteria for these larger hydrogen

cluster ions.

In order that all fragment ions arrive at the detector, it looks most

favourable to accelerate the fragment ions immediately behind the scattering

region to a nearly parallel beam. By variation of the distance between

scattering region and the position at which the ions are accelerated, infor-
f .

i; mation can be gathered about the angle dependence of the fragmentation cross
s':
} • section. Thus avoiding large angular corrections the stable configurations
i •
I :

{' are more clearly revealed; the energy loss - of which we only could find a

\: slight indication for H* -»• H - is expected to be much better revealed for
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large parent clusters, by the TOF technique.

Except for hydrogen cluster ions, there are many other cluster ion

systems which look interesting with respect to stable configurations, e.g.

Ar , K , He , or mixed clusters like the theoretically investigated Ar K .

In case of the present work, the centre of mass energy of the systems

was always ample to permit evaporation of all H2 molecules. By scattering

heavy cluster ions against a light scattering partner, this situation be-

comes different at low energies. Ions can be decelerated to an energy of

1 eV, without great difficulty. The centre of mass energy of the Ar 2 Q ion

(lab energy 1 eV) colliding with a thermal Hp amounts to about 0.002 eV;

fragmentation will probably not occur. Increasing the energy of the cluster

ion we will observe how the fragmentation channels open up one after the

other. Information can be obtained about the binding energies e.g. of the

argon atoms in the cluster ion Ar2 , and the threshold behaviour.
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Samenvatting

In dit proefschrift wordt den experimenteel onderzoek naar eigen-

schappen van waterstof clusterionen botsend met gas moleculen, beschreven.

Daartoe worden in een ionenmachine totale en differentiële fragmentatie

botsingsdoorsneden gemeten. Voor zover ons bekend is dit het enige onder-

zoek waarbij met grote clusterionen dit type botsingsexperimenten worden

uitgevoerd.

Neutrale waterstof clustermoleculen worden gevormd bij de supersone

expansie van tot 30 K gekoeld waterstofgas. Door beschieting van deze

clusters met electronen worden de clusterionen gevormd. Deze ionen worden

direct na hun ontstaan versneld tot een energie van een paar honderd eV en

tot een smalle bundel gefocusseerd. Vervolgens wordt massaselectie toege-

past zodat een bundel van wel gedefinieerde ionen overblijft. De ionen

worden vlak voor het verstrooiingscentrum al dan niet afgeremd, doorlopen

het verstrooiingsgebied en bereiken tenslotte de detector, waar nogmaals

massa analyse van de bundel plaatsvindt.

In hoofdstuk twee zijn de eerste resultaten weergegeven voor de ver-

strooiing van H- ..; n < 13 tegen stikstof. De energie van de ionen varieert

van 250 tot 89O eV. Totale botsingsdoorsneden voor deze clusterionen worden

Ji- gepresenteerd als functie van de massa en de energie van de ionen. Tevens
i

f ' kon worden aangetoond dat fragmentatie plaatsvindt bij de botsing van een

) • clusterion en een stikstof molecuul. De fragmentionen zelf konden niet ge-

ig detecteerd worden.

|'< De ingebruikname van een nieuwe zorgvuldig geoptimaliseerde ionenbron

l.; leidde tot een ionenbundel van zeer hoge intensiteit en uitstekende stabi-

i1 liteit. In hoofdstuk drie en vier zijn de resultaten hiermede verkregen
f.;
]'• samengevat.
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In hoofdstuk drie zijn totale en integrale fragmentatie botsingsdoor-

snede metingen weergegeven met H„ .; n < 20 bundels. Als strooigas werd

He gebruikt. De energie van de ionen is gevarieerd tussen 200 en 850 eV.

De totale botsingsdoorsnede als functie van de massa van de clusterionen

vertoont een strikt lineair gedrag. Geen effect van de afdekking (screening)

van Hp moleculen in de ionen is waargenomen. Als functie van de energie

vertoont de totale botsingsdoorsnede een 1/E gedrag, waarbij s afhankelijk

is van de clusterionen massa.

Tevens zijn in hoofdstuk drie de meetresultaten weergegeven van de

fragmentatiebotsingsdoorsneden. Deze metingen werden verkregen met een vaste

-1» + +

detector mvangsthoekvan 10 sterad. De metingen tonen aan dat H-, H ^ ,

H 1 9, Hg en H bijzonder stabiel zijn.

In hoofdstuk vier zijn differentiële botsingsdoorsnede metingen ge-

geven met H„ .; n < 7 bundels. Als strooigas werd argon en waterstof ge-

bruikt. De energie van de ionen varieerde tussen 6.8 en 75 eV. Uit deze

metingen blijkt dat de hoekafhankelijkheid zowel als de snelheidsafhanke-

lijkheid van de differentiële fragmentatie botsingsdoorsneden op eenvoudige

wijze reduceren tot unieke krommen voor elk fragmentatie proces. Een een-

voudig model voor het fragmentatie proces, met als enige parameter de

energie van de vrijkomende H_ moleculen, is voldoende om alle metingen

goed te beschrijven. Tevens wordt informatie verkregen over de invloed van

de kleine detector opening in hoofdstuk drie op de integrale fragmentatie

botsingsdoorsneden.
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